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At my Inauguration as Chairman of the ABU Technical Committee

Outline of ABU 
ABU is a union of broadcasting organizations that cooperate in the development of radio and

television in the Asia Pacific region. It was founded in 1964 after propositions by various
institutions, including NHK. Its headquarters are in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and at present 118
broadcasting institutions from 53 countries and areas are participating members (full member,
associate member, or affiliate member). NHK President Genichi Hashimoto is currently serving as
ABU President. 

ABU and NHK 
ABU has consistently supported the 1080 HDTV scheme, and has contributed to the global

standardization process by actively working with ITU-R (International Telecommunication Union-
Radiocommunication Sector). Recently, it approved an ABU Recommendation to promote SHV
system research, and announced an ABU Declaration to encourage the introduction of an
emergency warning broadcasting system throughout Asia in 2006. With regard to securing
frequency resources for broadcasting use, ABU in cooperation with APT (Asia-Pacific
Telecommunity) is taking the initiative by presenting a proposition at the WRC (World
Radiocommunication Conference). In fact, the importance of ABU activities on international
standardization of broadcasting technology developed in Asia and on securing broadcasting
frequencies continues to increase for broadcasting institutions in the Asia Pacific region, including
NHK on. 

Future of ABU Technical Committee 
A current issue faced by the ABU is the transition from analog broadcasting to digital

broadcasting. The ABU Technical Committee established a special group to promote information
exchanges on digital services within Asia. This special group encourages broadcasting stations to
introduce the HDTV system concurrently with the launch of digital broadcasting services. In
response to the high expectations that other ABU broadcasters have on NHK, NHK invites
engineers from these broadcasters to the Science & Technical Research Laboratories and the NHK
Broadcast Engineering Department to conduct studies or receive training on digital broadcasting
and HDTV systems. NHK also sends experts to other locations to provide broadcasters there with
technical support. 

I believe that information exchange and collaboration within the ABU region are more important
than ever if the ABU is to succeed with standardization at the international level. To that end, I ask
ABU institutions for their cooperation. 

(Kazuyoshi SHOGEN, Executive Research Engineer, Broadcasting Systems)

Iwas appointed Chairman of the ABU (Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union) Technical Committee in
November 2006. I am keenly aware of the weighty

responsibilities that come with being the fourth
Chairman to be elected from NHK, following Mr.
Nomura (1967 and 1972), Sawabe (1989-1990), and
Otsuka (1996-1997).     


